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QUESTI ON: ~~ . Vice Preside nt, wh at did you find
on your travels makes fo re ign leaders mos t anxious about t he
Uni ted States at t he moment?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: ~'vell, Robert, I t ell you , the
th ing tha t they want to be sure, are we going to s t ay wi th
t hem , is the United States going -to be solid in c onunitment
to t he defen se of freedom and the support of those basic values
of human di gnity and individual opportun ity, equality, that
we have alway s stood for. !1y anSl,.,er is yes.
QUESTION: What kind of reassurance s lITere you a b le
to give them on that score ?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: I thought the bes t way to d o
it , v e r y frankly, was just descr i be what we had been through
as a Nation , national trauma that the people of the United
St ates have been thr ough , the Vietnam l"ar tor e us a part
interna lly , then the Watergate, then the incr ease in oil
prices, world prices, the resulting inflation, r ec es sion,
unempl oyment, and the pr oblems that have flol-Jed from th a t
which have caused us a great deal of internal difficulty,
the conce r n of Congres s of ",hy hadn I t it done more to prevent
thes e t hings , and t hen their wanting to become i nvolved to
as sert t hems elves and entering into the internationa l field,
and the di ff i culty of SOO-a nd-some p eople trying to make
fore ign policy .
But as we just sat in friendly convers a t ions with
the h eads o f government, and in'most tm imtri es I '3rtt. .1 ND l"rtj1
the c a.bine t s .
QUESTION: The fact t ha t they raised the point
do esn't it, that some of theM at leas t have some doubts
on this s cor e?

me~ ns ,

THE VICE PRESI DENT:

Well, that's right, no question.

QUEST:::ON: In wh i c h a reas o f the wor l d , in par ticul ar
in the Far East more than Europe ?
~HE

VI CE P~ S IDENT: No, I think t hi s i s general .
I started out in North Af rica and l·.7e nt to France , a nd from
t here to Iran , a ~d ;';'0 So\.'.t he a st As :i. ,~ , a nd then Aus tr .'"'- l i a and
NeW Ze a l3.nd .
iu,d it was p :". etty muc:h. the snme.
Qt ;3ST ~ ON :

How

\'J~uld

you c . . ~ra c t eri 7. e the

doub~ s?

THE VICE PF:ESIDE1";T: Nell, just uncertainty, rea lly ,
as a bas ic que stion b ~tWC.~~ l the Ex e'~G -t ive depa::t-.::'1ent o f the
Gov ernment , the Pre::'::" ' ~:':1t~, t he Se ~~ :i: ":;';':,e::y o f State, their
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position, and whether the Congress is going to support it or
whether they are going to corne in with separate action, and
what the impact is going to be and which way the country is
going in the election.
QUESTION:

Yes.

Which way do they want it to go?

THE VICE PRESIDENT: They just want this country to
stand for what it has always stood for. They seek belief
in human dignity and freedom and liberty, opportunity. They
just want to work together with us, that is all. They just
feel if we are all standing together we are going to be able
to preserve those values, and I think they are right.
QUESTION: Do they find, for example, to use one
specific, do they find credibility in the warnings we have
been giving to Cuba and the Soviet Union against further
military adventures like the Angolan adventure? Do they
find that credible, those warnings?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: Well, this is what they want
to hear. This is exactly what they are afraid of. They
visualize, and they are deeply concerned about Soviet
imperialism, which is sort of a combination of czarist
tradition along with I1arxism, international r.1arxism, and they
want to know whether the united States is going to stand by
and watch the Soviets now..use some of its, well, new form of
colonialism, and the troops of SOMe of its s~tellites.
QUESTION:

What Dr. Kissinger calls surrogates?

THE VICE PRESIDENT:

That is a good word.

QUESTION: Can I ask the question again, they want
to hear this sort of thing but do they find the warnings
credible, given the differences between Congress and the
Executive, do they find it credible that we could actually
back up such warnings?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: Well, what they want to be
sure is, first, that this is what we feel, and, secondly,
that we have got the will as a Nation and a people to back
them. And I think that this country is moving strongly back
to a responsible position where we have been through this
trauma, and this I explained to them. We are in the middle
of an election, but I think the country is moving, corning
together and that we are joining as a Nation and with a
determination and a.·.z:esolve to defend the basic values at
horne and abroad that we have lived by, that have brought us
to the tremendous opportunities which we have enjoyed and
that have held us, frankly, in my opinion, together through a
Constitutional cr1S1S which perhaps no other country in
history has ever gone through and corne out the other side
with the strength and determination which, I think, we are
corning out with.
QUESTION: Do you yourself feel, r1r. Vice President,
that we need as a Nation to do something concrete to restore
our credibility other than r.i1:etoric? Do we need to do something
physical?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:

What do you have in mind?
MORE
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QUESTION:

I wondered what you have in mind.

THE VICE PRESIDENT:

t'Jell, I didn't ask the question.

I think that just what I told you, that this country
is going to stay with the world, that we are not going to
withdraw. They are worried about are we going back to a new'
form of isolationism.
'F

You see, let's put it this way: They saw the Soviet
Union, having organized the Communist Party in Angola. And
the~ coming in with military equipment to one of these
operations they call wars of liberation, and then sending in,
what, 10,000, whatever it was, Cuban soldiers supported by
Communist equipment, Communist funds. And they just think,
well, if it is going to happen there it might happen to us
and where does it end? If it isn't Cuban soldiers it is going
to be North Vietnamese soldiers.
QUESTION: Would you rate this anxiety at an intensity
or a pitch greater than anything you have experienced in
recent times among our allies?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
QUESTION:

Are they really worried, I guess is -

THE VICE PRESIDENT:
QUESTION:

Well, I haven't been involved

They certainly are.

They really are?

THE VICE PRESIDENT: Well, yes. I was in Tunisia,
and you have got the same thing now starting in connection
with the Sahara. Castro was down in Algeria; General Giap
was there from North Vietnam. There is a tremendous amount
of Soviet equipment coming in, and it looks as though maybe
you have got the same thing starting again.
QUESTION: Foreign policy has become quite a hot
issue in the campaign while you have been on your travels.
Do you feel, having clearly read yourself in on it, that the
debate is being properly focused?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: t1ell, I will tell you, if you
are in a very complicated situation, which we are in the world,
it is very hard to make a political issue out of a complicated
situation because by the time you have explained the situation,
therefore, you have a very great difficulty, particularly if
you are not too familiar with, as some of the candidates are
not, coming to any specific suggestions or conclusions.
Okay, that being the case, it is a lot simpler' to;:~ ttack
a person, an individual, and make an issue out of an
individual. And I think that is really what is happening.
QUESTION:

I see.

You said in your National Press Club remarks back
in February that we are not having an informed debate on the
grave issues that face present-day America.
THE VICE PRESIDENT:

I think that is right, and I
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just said it again.
QUESTION: ~~at grave issues do you mean,
particularly, or did you mean?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: All right, I think one of them
is foreign policy; one of them is national defense. And they
are really part of the same, the whole question of international
economic, social progress. I know that our good friend, Lee
Kuan Yew, who is Prime n.1inister of Singapore, he was part of
the Malaysian States, Malaysia as a nation, and then they
dissolved the structure as it was, and he found himself with
a nation on its own, two and a half to three million people,
really. It is almost a city state because it is on an island.
And they had a standard of living of about $300,
or gross national product of about 300 per person. He decided
the only way to preserve their independence and to stop
Communist infiltration, penetration and subversion was to raise
the standard of living of its people through economic growth
and social progress. And so he went about creating in Singapore
conditions that would attract multinational corporations.
He succeeded. He has now got the third highest
standard of living in any country in Asia. He has got a
standard of living which runs around $2,000 gross national
product per person. It is an absolutely phenomenal result.
Now, this is what he believes: He wants to be sure
is the United States going to stay in Southeast Asia, are we
going to keep a fleet there in Southeast Asia, in the Indian
Ocean, that will at least balance Soviet development.
QUESTION:

Were you able to tell him you were

serious?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: Yes, I was, because I had just
taken the President's speech which he made in Hawaii, and I
told him the President had committed himself to that program,
and the Congress is supporting the budget which he has requested
for defense effort, and I think this country realizes if we
are going to preserve our freedom at home we have got to do
it in other areas of the world by supporting our friends.
QUESTION: Mr. Vice President, the individual you
mentioned a while ago, of course, is Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger. Did these various foreign leaders you visited
ask about Kissinger's future and his problems back home?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
QUESTION:

No, sir.

They didn't?

THE VICE PRESIDENT:

No, they are great admirers

of his.
QUESTION: No, but I mean weren't they concerned
about the problems he was having back in the States?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
QUESTION:

No, sir.

They didn't even ask about them?
lv10RE
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THE VICE PRES IDENT :
QUESTION:

No.

This recent business with -

THE VICE PRESIDENT: They were interested in where
our country was going to be. They were interested primarily
in what it would mean, the actions by Congress, when the
President had taken a position. and then Congress took action
QUESTION: But they didn't tie Kissinger into stability
and foreign affairs?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: Now that you have asked it, I
don't think there was one person who raised his name as such
in that relationship.
QUESTION: You know, this recent business with
Rogers Morton and Melvin Laird, Admiral Zumwalt, and others
suggesting that -
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
each in a different category.
QUESTION:

I wouldn't bunch them, they are

Right, right.

But let's put it -- let

me see -
THE VICE PRESIDENT: You have to go one at a time,
though, on those three, because each -- one is running for
office, one -
QUESTION:

That is Admiral Zumwalt?

THE VICE PRESIDENT:

That is Admiral Zumwalt.

One is a campaign manager for the President, and
the other one is a very experienced politician in town.
QUESTION: But let me try an umbrella and see if you
can take it. They all corne under the general category of the
Secretary of State leaving the cabinet for one reason or another,
all right?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: No, I don't agree. Bruce
Morton made a statement to a small group of extreme right
citizens in California, thinking it was a private meeting,
and made a statement which if you are a politician, and like
I am, it is the kind of a statement that if you think you are
speaking to a small group and not going to be repeated, you
might make a statement and exaggerate it. And I think that is
what happened there.
As far as Zumwalt is concerned, he is basing his
whole campaign against -
QUESTION:

The Secretary of State?

THE VICE PRESIDENT: Yes. So that is a totally
different thing. He is trying to get elected.
QUESTION: Okay, my question is this: It has been
suggested that all of this has been written in print, that the
boys at the White House are trying to do a Rockefeller job
MORE
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on Kissinger, referring of course to what Bo Callaway reportedly
did to you. Does it smell like that to you?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: I think it is a little different,
to tell you the truth. Bo Callaway wanted to get the President
nominated, and so do I. And he said, coming from a certain
area of the country, the South, and the Republicans in the
South, as you know, are dominated by the right wing of the
Party, or at least that is the predominabt element there.
I don't think they represent the majority, and, as I said,
it is a minority of a minority. But I didn't want to get into
a fight with them and, therefore, from my point of view I
am interested in seeing the President get nominated.
I think he is a man of tremendous integrity,
tremendous ability, great dedication to this country, and
with a determination to represent the best interests of the
country. I didn't want to get into a fight with a minority
of a minority that would in any way jeopardize that
nomination.
QUESTION:

Isn't exactly what is happening now with

Kissinger?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: Yes, but it is really different.
Kissinger is a man who has a tremendous standing in this
country. The last poll, which was the Harris Poll
QUESTION:

Unlike Nelson Rockefeller?

THE VICE PRESIDENT: t'lell, listen, we are in totally
different positions. I am here as Vice President. I have no
responsibilities or functions except to preside over the
Senate of the United States, Constitutional responsibility.
Otherwise, I am here to be a staff assistant to the President.
The Secretary of State is responsible to carry out
for the President, under his direction, foreign policy. NOW,
he has been a tremendously successful person.
Foreign policy, I am confident, was the basis for
Nixon's reelection by that tremendous majority. NOW, those
who are opposing the President in the Republican Party, headed
by Reagan,are the right-wing side of the Party. They want to
beat the President. Therefore, they want to go after his
strongest point in order to beat him, and his strongest point
is foreign policy and the Secretary of State. So they want to
knock him out.
Those in the Democratic Party \'1ho want to beat the
President, they have got to attack him at his strongest point,
which is foreign policy. It has always been the Republican
Party's strongest point. So that they are out to get him.
So you have got, really, the left and right extremes
in both cases out to get him. I don't blame them. This is
politics. It is dangerous for the country in terms of our
national interests. That is why these people are worried.
QUESTION: Have the Reagan people gone too far in
their criticisms of the President and Secretary of State?
UORE
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THE VICE PRESIDENT: Well, I saw an ad that they
ran in the papers in Wisconsin, put in by the Florida Reagan
people, talking about his buying the White House. I don't
know what they were referring to, but I think they are getting
down, they are getting desperate and, therefore, it is getting
very rough and no holds barred. But this is American politics
and if you can't take the heat, you have got to get out of the
kitchen.
QUESTION: Do you think the Party is going to be able
to come together after the nominating process?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:
QUESTION:

Oh, yes.

It's not going to be '64 again, you don't

think?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: No, I really don't think so.
No, this is not really '64 at all. There you had an eastern
progressive element of the Republican Party and a California,
which is really a split party in California, but the
conservative element in the Party. And so I am thinking, in
primaries I am thinking, but I think there was more an
ideological difference then than there is now.
I don't really think today ideology has any relation
to our problems. I think it used to. People still use it.
They talk about liberal and conservative. I think myself it
is totally meaningless in terms of solving problems today,
that really what you have to do is say let's get the facts,
not don't confuse me with the facts, my mind is already made
up, which is what some people are still doing. But that is
not the way one is going to ever really meet the problems in
a very rapidly changing period in the world, which is what we
are living in.
QUESTION: You are an old hand at national politics.
What do you make of the Jimmy Carter phenomenon as it is
called?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: I think it is very exciting.
It is an extraordinary development~ You remember, Scotty
Reston had a piece maybe a month or two ago, that the American
people wanted a change, and a lot of old faces had been around
and they are looking for the man. And I think what is happening
fits right into the pattern of the article he wrote. It was
very good on this subject.
QUESTION: President Ford said, you know, the other
day that he still felt that Hubert Humphrey was going to be
his opponent in Novernber. Do you agree with the President?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: I think it depends upon how
successful Carter is. If he really gets almost all the delegates
he needs, then it won't happen. If heisn't'a~~ured' of'en6uah
of them, then I think it will happen.
..
QUESTION: You mentioned the desire of the American
people for a change. The code expression now is anti
Washington. Does this surprise you?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:

No.

f40RE
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President allover this country, six hearings anywhere from
700 to a thousand people with witnesses, with members of the
Cabinet, on domestic policy, domestic programs, getting their
reactions, governors, mayors, businessmen, labor leaders,
welfare recepients, everybody, heads of Indian netions, and ~o
forth. Almost universally their feeling is, and one 'Juld
sort of summarize it, in the old days they used to lo'~ to
Washington for the solution of their problems, and now they
are beginning to feel Washington was their problem.
It is bureaucratic red tape, and whether it is the
welfare recipient and all of the questions and fcrmsthey have
to answer, or whether it is the businessman, or whether it is
the governor or the mayor, they all have the same problem.
right?

QUESTION; Did they convince you that they were
Do you think Washington is the problem?

THE VICE PRESIDENT: ~~ell, I have to tell you that
I think Washington is a tremendously important part of our
country, and the government here is extremely effective and
doing a great deal, and that it is a great government. But
there is no question it has become very complicated, and we
keep passing. And I think if you look back over the past
15 years, we have overpromised as a Nation. And I have been
part of it as a governor, and we have underdelivered. People
are cynical, they are frustrated.
The Government has passed one program after another,
and now 1,007 categorical grants of aid to State and local
government and local groups. Well, each time the Congress
passes laws, then those laws have to be carried out, and
then here have to be administrative procedures, and then they
are constantly changing them.
Governor Dan Evans of Washington, who is one of
the ablE.st" governors, he was head of the Governors' Conference,
he testified before us, told about how they worked for three
months in preparing for an application under Federal grant
for $7 million. And when they got it all done, and they
spent a tremendous amount of time and effort on this, they got
word back from Washington, "Sorry, since you made the
application we have changed the regulations, therefore, you
have got to redo them."
Then he told another story about a million and a
half of savings, and he sent that in. And they said, "Sorry,
there is no provision for savings in our regulations." So
he said, "Just give us less money, less regulations, and get
off our back."
QUESTION: Mr. Vice President, We are all being
frequently reminded through films and now books on Mr. Mixon,
of the issue of presidential character, and a lot of people
have been saying since the Nixon years that presidential
character should be an issue in elections, we should scrutinize
that as voters much more carefully than in the past. How
should the voters go about scrutinizing the character of
presidential candidates, and what essential qualities should
they be looking for, do you think?
THE VICE PRESIDENT:

tiell, I am only a Vice President,
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but talk about scrutiny, I got pretty well scrutinized, 500
FBI agents working for three months here and abroad, and
months of hearings.
QUESTION':

But that was because you were appointed,

sir.
THE VICE PRESIDENT:. I understand that. But you are
talking about scrutiny, and I can't help but recall that.
Now, I wouldn't recommend this for the average
candidate because I am not sure how often we would be able
to get anyone to run for office. But I understand what you
are saying, and I think character is the essence of leadership,
integrity, vision. The Bible says without vision,'ye shall
perish. Courage, administrative ability, the capacity to
understand how a political system works, and in a democracy
unless the people understand the issues, they will not support
effective action. Therefore, communication with the public
is essential.
These are the kind -of -qualities, ',to me, that are,
essential for effective leadership, whether as President, or
governor, or mayor, or whatever the elected office is.
QUESTION: You know, some of your friends have been
saying, Mr. Vice President, that you have been treated rather
shabbily by some folks at the White House who have less
experience and less everything. Do you feel that you have
been treated shabbily?

,

THE VICE PRESIDENT: Absolutely not. No, sir.
Listen, I have known every Vice President since Henry Wallace,
and that goes back quite a ways. And he used to come out and
play tennis out at the house at 7:00 o'clock in the morning with
us, a;t~ r was then Coordinator of Inter-American. Affairs,
and then Assistant Secretary of State. And I have known all
of the Vice Presidents. Most of them were frustrated.
I.

So I came down here with total recognition of the
fact there was -- and I made a study for President Eisenhower.
I was head of his Committee on Government Organization, and he
asked us to make a study because he wanted to find out what
he could give Mr. Nixon to do. So I knew there was nothing,
and we told him there was nothing except presiding over the
Senate. Beyond that there isn't.
Therefore, I was totally aware of it. I will help
the President any way I can, but I am not going to get in his
way.
QUESTION: Are you saying, then, that the job isn't
much, but you knew it when you came into it?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: The job is as much as the
President wants to make of it. Presiding over the Senate,
don't minimize it, it is a very important job and a great
honor.
QUESTION:

How much has the President made of it in

your case?
MORE
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THE VICE PRESIDENT: He has been extraordina.~y,
to tell you the truth. He has asked me to take one commission
after another, carry out pne responsibility for him after
another, and also given
total fr~edom to speak. This is
unusual.

me

I remember
in Miami when Lyndon
He··was an old friend
and the poor guy had
word that was in it;
was frustrated.

b~ing

dpwri at a.Governors' Conference
Johnson came down to speak.
_ ...
of mine. I went up to see him iri:h.~s room
been handed a speech, didn't believe a
had to read it to us. He was sore, he
r

And as far as I am concerned', the President asks me
to make a speech some,."here, and the first time I. went, the
press said well, now, do they give you a speech, and I said
no. Did he say 'rlhat he wanted you to say, and I said no.
Well, they said, what did he say, and I said he just asked me
to go and make a speech for him. And so he has given me total
freedom. And I am making a series of speeches on issues.
I asked him about it beforehand, and said I didn't
want to do anything to cross him up on any of, you know, his
political areas. He said, "Look, I think discussinq. :
freedom of expression is essential in this country. Therefore,
say what you feel, only let me have a copy after you have made
it because I would like to read it," which he has done. You
can't ask for more.
QUESTION: Just in conclusion, rtr. Vice President,
talking about President Nixon, what do you think the legacy
of the total effect of the Nixon presidency is likely to be
on the Republican Party when it comes to the actual election
this year?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: I really don't think it is
going to be very much one way or the other, to tell you the
honest truth. I think that is an era, first, in which a great
deal was accomplished, particularly in the international
field. I think he was brilliant in that field. And then
this tragedy of Watergate, this followed right after Vietnam.
I just think that this is now behind us, and that President
Ford is the man. He is dealing with the issues. He is the
one who is before the country as responsible leader, and is
now challenged both in his party and on the other side.
And I think the focus is on him. I don't think
the focus is on President Nixon or either the great achievements
or the tragedies of that era.
QUESTION: Even Mr. Reagan·a.couple of times has
mentioned the fact that Mr. Ford was Mr. Nixon's choice. And
one can expect, I suppose, that the Democrats won't ignore
that when it comes to the campaign. Do you think that Mr. Ford
has no political vulnerability on that score?
THE VICE PRESIDENT: No, because if you remember,
the Congress under the Twenty-fifth Amendment of the
Constitution, which they adopted and which was ratified,
has to act on a recommendation by the President. Mr. Nixon
was President; there was a vacancYJ he recommended are Ford,
and that was after consultation with the Congress, so that
MORE
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the Congress has approved, and the Congress is two-thirds
Democrat.
And that is true in my' case. So neither the President
or myself could be here if it hadn't been for action. by the
Congress after careful scrutiny. So we are there not just by
the noninCJ.tion of the PresidEint, but also by confirmation
by the Congress, and the Congress being Democrat and the
President having been Republican, so we got a double endorsement,
you might say.
QUESTION:

Mr. Vice President, thank you very much.

Thanks,' Jim.
THE VICE PRESIDENT:

My pleasure.
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